Jewelrycare
TM
Connoisseurs
products
ConnoisseursTM is a leading brand among jewellery care products.
This range of products is a combination of
innovation, scientific research, quality and reliability.
Featuring elegant packaging, Connoisseurs products
look like and actually are real cosmetics for jewelry.

Jewelry
Liquidi cleaner
and silver
P 1321
Delicate Jewelry
Cleaner

Safely cleans delicate
jewelry with
semi-precious stones
and pearls.
Also suitable
for costume jewelry

8 FL. OZ. (236 ml)
P 1306
Gold Jewelry
Cleaner

Also suitable for:
platinum, diamonds &
precious stones

P 1308
Silver Jewelry
Cleaner

To instantly clean and
remove tarnish

P 1310G
Gold Jewelry Cloth

To clean and polish gold
jewelry and watches.

Jewelry

Cloths

Cotton two-layer cloths,
11"x14" (cm 28x35.5)

P 1310S
Silver Jewelry Cloth

To clean and polish silver
jewelry and watches.
Effectively removes and
helps to prevent tarnish.

Diamond

DazzleStick
beauty brush for diamonds

P 1307
Diamond Dazzle Stik

Connoisseurs Diamond Dazzle Stick
is an elegant cosmetic for diamonds
and precious stones
set in gold or platinum.
Its jewelry cleaning solution contains
micro-fine cleansers and polishing agents
that dramatically increase the brilliance
and sparkle of diamonds

Jewelry

Wipes
25 dry disposable wipes.
2.875" x 3.625" (7.3 cm x 9.2 cm)
P 1326 – Jewelry Wipes

Suitable for gold, platinum, silver, diamonds
and precious stones.
For a quick way to clean jewelry "on the go":
safely clean and polish jewelry anytime and anywhere

Silver
&
metal care

To revive and preserve your
silverware and every metal surface.

Exclusively formulated to gently
clean and safely remove even the
heaviest tarnish from silver.
The quick rinse formula achieves
results in no time,
leaving an anti-tarnish shield
preventing future build up.

P 1304
Silver polish paste
8 FL. OZ. (236ml)

P 1305
Silver polish liquid
8 FL. OZ. (236ml)

Promotional
Items

P 1314
Connoisseurs Trial Size Cloth

To clean and polish gold and silver
jewelry and watches.

Cotton two-layer cloth,
5"x6" (cm 12,5x15,5)

P 1500
Connoisseurs Polish Mitts

To clean and polish gold and silver
jewelry and watches.

U 070
Ultrasonic cleaner 600ml

U 048
Mini Steam Cleaner

Steam cleaner featuring
reduced size, suitable for
shops and also for home use.
With a quick steam spray it will
clean and brighten jewels and restore
the original brilliance of stones and metal.
Technical specifications:
power 100W, frequency 50Hz, voltage AC220V

Ultrasonic cleaner with LCD display.
Power: 50W
Frequency: 43khz
Tank capacity: 600ml
5 Timers:
01’30”,03’30”,04’30”,06’00”,07’30”
Volume: 206x175x147mm.

Promotional items U048 and U070 are not Connoisseurs branded.

Beauty treatments

for jewelry
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